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Kit Knightly

he Biden administration is apparently looking to ban gas

stoves, calling them a “hidden danger”. But while that

sounds bad enough, a deeper dive shows – as usual – it’s

not really about what they say it’s about.

What is the US “Gas Stove

Ban” REALLY about?
What sounds like overeach in itself, is actually a
cover for something potentially far, far worse.
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Talk of banning gas stoves and “unregulated indoor air quality” could be

a Trojan horse designed to get even more “smart” monitoring

technology into your home.

Let’s jump in.

ARE GAS STOVES DANGEROUS?

Well, according to Alexandria Ocasio Cortez, the New Scientist and

million other outlets and pundits who started talking about it in the last

two days, yes.

Earlier this week near-identical articles from the National Review,

Bloomberg and CNN detail how the US Consumer Product Safety

Commission will be opening “public comment on the dangers of gas stoves

sometime this winter”.

�e articles claim:

Now would be a good time to talk about the phrase “linked to”. It’s

always a good one to look out for in any mainstream publication.

Journalists love it because it implies causation without stating it.

The emissions have been linked to illness, cardiovascular

problems, cancer, and other health conditions. More

than 12 percent of current childhood asthma cases are

linked to gas stove use, according to peer-reviewed

research published in the International Journal of

Environmental Research and Public Health last month.

“

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/world-news/2023/01/11/alexandria-ocasio-cortez-says-gas-stoves-can-cause-brain-damage/
https://www.newscientist.com/article/2354433-gas-stoves-harm-our-health-and-the-climate-should-they-be-banned/
https://www.nationalreview.com/news/biden-administration-considers-banning-gas-stoves-over-health-concerns/?utm_source=email&utm_medium=breaking&utm_campaign=newstrack&utm_term=30195794
https://edition.cnn.com/2023/01/09/business/gas-stove-ban-federal-agency/index.html
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Consider, one hundred per cent of serial killers have been linked to the

ingestion of water and the wearing of shoes.

If this manipulative use of language were not evidence enough of an

agenda, the rather premature deployment of the race card proves it:

SO, WILL THEY BAN THEM?

Actually, probably not.

Considering that, according to Bloomberg, some 40% of US homes use

gas stoves to cook, an outright ban would be impractical to the point of

madness. You can’t criminalise 40% of the country. It would be almost

unenforceable.

Perhaps they might try a “phasing out”, as they plan for petrol cars in

California.

But most likely of all is that this was never really about banning stoves in

the �rst place.

OK, SO WHAT’S IT REALLY ABOUT?

Senator Cory Booker (D., N.J.) and Representative Don

Beyer (D., Va.) wrote a letter to the agency last month

urging the commission to address the issue and calling

the harmful emissions a “cumulative burden” on black,

Latino and low-income households.

“

https://news.harvard.edu/gazette/story/2022/09/what-to-expect-from-california-gas-powered-car-ban/#:~:text=Last%20month%2C%20California%20regulators%20passed,the%20fight%20against%20climate%20change.
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What we’re seeing here looks to be your classic bait-and-switch.

Having established a “problem”, the powers that be suggest a solution

they have no intention of ever carrying out (the more unreasonable the

better).

When this measure is inevitably rejected by the public, the government

will then proceed to suggest – or pay an NGO to suggest to them – a

“compromise” measure.

�e compromise is no compromise at all, of course, but actually what

they wanted to do from the beginning. Nevertheless, the whole process

is sold in the media as a victory for whichever party happens to be in

opposition, and cited as evidence that “the system works”.

Tellingly, as I am writing this, Biden has already “ruled out a ban due to

backlash”, and Vox were already using the “compromise” a lot in an

article they published yesterday.

However, what that “compromise” would be in this case isn’t clear at

�rst, you have to do a little digging.

One clue is present in the National Review article [emphasis added]:

The Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers

argues that cooking produces harmful emissions

regardless of the kind of stove used. “Ventilation is really

where this discussion should be, rather than banning

one particular type of technology,” Jill Notini, a vice

president at the association, told Bloomberg. “Banning

one type of a cooking appliance is not going to address

the concerns about overall indoor air quality. We may

“

https://www.dumptheguardian.com/us-news/2023/jan/12/biden-gas-stoves-republicans
https://www.vox.com/energy-and-environment/2023/1/11/23549303/gas-stove-regulation-explained
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And you’ll �nd another in the abstract of the original report on

“Cooking With Gas, Household Air Pollution, and Asthma: Little

Recognized Risk for Children”, published in the Journal of

Environmental Science in April 2021:

“Ventilation is where this discussion should be”, a�ter all “cooking produces

harmful emissions regardless of the kind of stove” and a ban wouldn’t

address “concerns about overall indoor air quality” which is currently

“unregulated”.

Do you see where this is going?

It’s not about gas stoves, and it’s not about asthma – it’s about “indoor air

pollution”, and more importantly how they plan on “regulating” it.

In one of those startling coincidences we’ve all got so used to witnessing

in modern geopolitics, just as the US is talking about indoor air quality

because of gas stoves, other countries around the world are doing the

same thing for totally di�ferent reasons.

Singapore is considering new regulations on indoor air quality too,

but because of formaldahyde.

Last month �e Conversation was running articles claiming “indoor

air pollution kills”, while Sir Chris Whitty, the UK’s chief medical

need some behavior change, we may need [people] to

turn on their hoods when cooking.”

The impact [of gas stove cooking] on children can be

substantial because […] indoor air is unregulated.“

https://www.proquest.com/openview/e52a0c77247b812cf66982c3de6e803c/1?pq-origsite=gscholar&cbl=34757
https://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/environment/govt-to-consider-regulating-emissions-in-building-products-to-improve-indoor-air-quality
https://theconversation.com/air-purifiers-indoor-pollution-kills-but-many-devices-are-ineffective-and-some-may-even-cause-harm-196075
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o��cer, was “demanding action on indoor air pollution”.

On Monday, in a Guardian lifestyle piece purportedly about scented

candles, Svetlana Stevanovic calls indoor air quality a “going concern”.

Two days ago �e Tyee, an “independent” Canadian magazine which

receives some funding from the Canadian government, ran an op-ed

headlined:

Which attempts to link improving indoor air quality to “ending Covid”

(whilst making sure to su��ciently �lu�f the vaccines, of course).

Just yesterday the Irish Times published an article about the dangers of

poor indoor air quality.

In a rather interesting piece of timing, the air hygiene technology

company AeroClean and Molekule, a market leader for air puri�ers,

�nalised a public stock merger…also just yesterday.

Two days ago it was announced IKEA would be selling their own smart

air monitors, the same day Samsung announced their new “smart air

puri�er”.

Earlier today Chinese tech giant Xiaomi issued a media release about

their new smart air monitoring technology.

A recent report expects the global air monitor technology market to

swell to nearly 6 billion dollars in the next three years.

But I’m sure this is all just a coincidence.

We Need a Revolution in Clean Indoor Air

“

https://www.hvnplus.co.uk/news/government-senior-health-advisor-demands-uk-action-on-indoor-air-pollution-12-12-2022/
https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2023/jan/09/too-many-smelly-candles-heres-how-scents-impact-the-air-quality-in-your-home
https://thetyee.ca/Analysis/2023/01/11/Revolution-Clean-Indoor-Air/
https://www.irishtimes.com/science/2023/01/12/indoor-air-pollution-why-our-homes-and-offices-need-a-health-check/
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/aeroclean-technologies-molekule-announce-close-140000869.html
https://www.notebookcheck.net/IKEA-VINDSTYRKA-smart-air-quality-monitor-appears-with-integrated-display.680559.0.html
https://news.samsung.com/my/breathe-easy-with-the-samsung-smart-air-purifier-60m2
https://uk.finance.yahoo.com/news/media-release-innovative-technologie-f-070024370.html
https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2023/01/06/2584361/0/en/Air-Quality-Monitoring-Systems-Market-worth-5-9-billion-by-2026-Exclusive-Report-by-MarketsandMarkets.html
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WHERE DOES THIS LEAD?

Well, if I had to guess I would suggest some new “smart” technology is

coming that will monitor air quality and indoor C02 emissions. Like

smart electricity and water meters, but for your air.

Interestingly, the World Economic Forum agrees with me, publishing

an article on their website last July headlined “Indoor air pollution: What

causes it and how to tackle it”, which claims:

As part of “backing down” from the stove ban, they will introduce a new

bill which sees “smart air monitors” become mandatory in all new-build

houses, hotels and rented accommodation.

Just like smart electricity meters, smart air monitors would almost

certainly be used to harvest huge amounts of data and give states or

corporations the ability to control your home.

If your “indoor air” isn’t “clean” enough; if you use your stove too much,

burn too many scented candles or emit too much co2, expect to get

penalized  in some fashion until you learn how to be more responsible.

indoor air pollutants can now be detected with more

precise, e��cient, and compact sensors thanks to

advances in environmental sensing technology. As a

result, intelligent home systems may soon use sensors

like these to keep track of indoor air quality and notify

the ventilation system before dangerous levels are

reached.

“

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2022/07/what-causes-indoor-air-pollution-sources-how-to-reduce/
https://www.notebookcheck.net/IKEA-VINDSTYRKA-smart-air-quality-monitor-appears-with-integrated-display.680559.0.html
https://gemserv.com/our-thoughts/ensuring-privacy-in-smart-meters-what-energy-market-participants-need-to-know/
https://www.google.com/search?q=smart+meters+kill+switch&oq=smart+meters+kill+switch&aqs=chrome..69i57.4718j0j4&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
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More smart technology, more monitoring, and ultimately more

control.

So, while it’s possible the gas stove ban talk will resolve itself into the

cliche new tax or �nes or some other petty scheme for bilking the many

out of their wages, the signs are certainly there it might be something

more sinister.

Meanwhile, expect to keep seeing reports on gas stoves damaging the

climate, or stories about poor indoor air quality making covid worse.

�e usual bought-and-paid-for columns that support every new

normal narrative.
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Howard  Jan 13, 2023 2:20 PM

I have an idea. How about banning ALL new chemicals and ALL additives to food, clothing and
shelter? Oh, and ALL pollutants attached to cleansing products.

That way, there will be no “indoor air pollution.” Problem solved.

38 0 Reply

Ananda  Jan 13, 2023 6:30 PM
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That type of thinking is misinformation in today’s world.
;0)

5 -1 Reply

Pilgrim Shadow  Jan 13, 2023 1:11 PM

28 0 Reply

George Mc  Jan 13, 2023 4:24 PM

I’m now sitting in the doctors and it is back to wall to wall barriers with the receptionist behind a
barricade handing me a mask. She didn’t say wear it so I’m not. I’m guessing this Auschwitz chic is
here to stay. Ooh did you hear what I said there? I’m so dangerous! Someone take away my
soapbox!

https://i.postimg.cc/zfg3mWk1/Rr4fryjvgam-W.jpg
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22 0 Reply

George Mc  Jan 13, 2023 5:28 PM

 Reply to  

So I went in to see the doctor and asked if I’m supposed to wear this mask. He said, “Well we
ask you to”. And since he was wearing his I assumed he was a bit pissed o�f about me
continuing to not wear mine. Slight hostile atmos there.

But it got me thinking. Three years into this charade and the NHS sta�f must still grind this
grunge out? Do they really believe it? Are they all scared they’ll get struck o�f for so much as a
snort of derision?

22 0 Reply

Pilgrim Shadow  Jan 13, 2023 7:21 PM

 Reply to  

The competency and integrity of any doctor or health care practitioner still advocating
mask use is immediately in question.

20 0 Reply

Ort  Jan 13, 2023 8:21 PM

 Reply to  

I kept my annual prostate check appointment at Main Line Health’s (MLH) Lankenau
Medical Center this past Tuesday although I no longer assume that such routine checkups
are helpful as marketed.

Last week, I visited another MLH facility to get the required pre-checkup PSA blood test. I
wasn’t wearing or carrying a mask, but the receptionist handed me one. Yes, I
“automatically” wore it. I was annoyed because when I visited the Medical Center for my
checkup last year, the hospital didn’t require masks. Why would one MLH facility still
require masks if another doesn’t?

Anyway, on Tuesday I was disconcerted to �nd “Masks Required” signage posted all over
the hospital. I just kept going. I was certain that the urology o��ce sta�fer who did my
intake would hand me a mask, just as the laboratory receptionist did.

Every sta�fer and patient in the waiting area was masked. I was (pleasantly, more or less)
surprised that the receptionist didn’t hand me a mask, or even o��ciously point to the
signage in the suite. Dr. H. is low-key, and, er, more focused on my nether regions than my
face. But I was sure that he would at least remark upon my non-compliant masklessness.

Instead, I was �labbergasted that no one said one goddamned word about my non-masked
countenance. That was “good” and “encouraging”, as far as it goes. But in its own way, it was
disconcerting. It is accurate to describe this by saying that everybody treated me as if I were
wearing a mask. I found this eerie.

George Mc

George Mc

George Mc
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It’s not as if this is “news”, but this surrealistic episode is proof to any rational thinker that
masking is not, and never was, a “public health” measure. Yeah, I know that for most O�f-G
commenters, this is an old story. 

But I remain surprised, and even aghast, that especially the medical professionals aren’t
bothering to keep up appearances, and/or that medical center management evidently
doesn’t insist that sta�f reinforce the “mask up for everybody’s good health” Big Lie.      

  

6 0 Reply

George Mc  Jan 13, 2023 9:47 PM

 Reply to  

A fascinating story and one that proves that nobody really believes any of it. It appears
to be pure habit unaccompanied by thought. It may even reach the point where the
masks indicate some kind of “ethereal” di�ference whose meaning has long
disappeared.

5 0 Reply

Hemlockfen  Jan 13, 2023 10:31 PM

 Reply to  

Last time I went I said no. No prostate check. No PSA test. Period. If you do have cancer
the risk is low because it grows so slow. And the surgery does serious damage and
signi�cantly a�fects your quality of life. My personal doctor suggested to never get
tested for those reasons. He retired before Covid. Trusted him with my life. I can assure
you the AMA would not stand with my position. Why is that?

2 0 Reply

Hemlockfen  Jan 13, 2023 10:23 PM

 Reply to  

I plan to do the same the next time I go to the doctor. “Do I have to?” Just to fuck with them.
They are just covering their asses. Fucking liars. They will never stop lying. I have no respect
for modern medicine. They will never deserve it until they come clean.

3 0 Reply

Hemlockfen  Jan 13, 2023 10:19 PM

 Reply to  

I heard it. More people have been killed and maimed by this “vaccine” than all of the people
killed and maimed in the WWII era concentration camps. That’s what I heard.

3 -1 Reply

Ort

Ort

George Mc

George Mc
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Lorie  Jan 13, 2023 5:54 PM

Thanks Kit. “pushing more ‘smart’ tech” was my exact thought when I heard the crap about gas
stoves. If the past 20 years (since sept 11 2001), or really since TV, have taught us anything, it’s that
any time tptb are “concerned” about us, we’d better start worrying.

21 0 Reply

MOOSE  Jan 13, 2023 7:58 PM

 Reply to  

Right on Lorie!!!

0 0 Reply

May Hem  Jan 13, 2023 9:05 PM

We could, of course, grow more trees. Re-growing the earth’s great forests is the best way to reduce
carbon and to have clean air. Then we could open our windows.

No good. Would produce healthy people who might not let themselves be conrolled.

19 0 Reply

May Hem  Jan 13, 2023 9:30 PM

 Reply to  

Error,I meant “controlled”, but con-rolled is descriptive of what the globos are trying to do to
us.

5 0 Reply

johnnyo  Jan 14, 2023 12:29 AM

 Reply to  

Ahh, mmm, uh …. hey Ms, Hem, you MAY have

just accidently coined a gem
a real keeper
Conrolled

just what the useless bastards been tryna do
for like ever

6 0 Reply

Hemlockfen  Jan 13, 2023 9:38 PM

 Reply to  

Not just trees. Green plants in general (including food producing crops). No plants: no oxygen.

8 0 Reply

Lorie

May Hem

May Hem

May Hem
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dom irritant  Jan 14, 2023 6:19 AM

 Reply to  

what the e��ng ell is wrong with carbon �fs

1 0 Reply

ChairmanDrusha  Jan 13, 2023 1:59 PM

Isn’t it amazing how all the crises happen in all the Anglo empire countries at the same time, but
for ostensibly di�ferent reasons?

For example, in NZ we currently have an apparent chicken egg shortage, just like in the UK. Who’d
fucken bet in it? But as it happens, it seems to be predominantly only taking place in the scumbag
internationally owned megachain supermarkets.

Pull the other one.

19 0 Reply

NikkiBop  Jan 13, 2023 3:37 PM

 Reply to  

I was told by a large chicken farm (friends who raise chickens for Foster Farms) that the whole
bird �lu scare was just a big nothing burger. Another “manufactured crisis”.

16 0 Reply

Edith  Jan 13, 2023 9:13 PM

 Reply to  

That would be pretty obvious….and I can bet that blackrock and co are behind the
manifestation thereof…

3 0 Reply

Jos  Jan 14, 2023 9:18 AM

 Reply to  

I remember about 30 years ago I was told by a colleague who had switched from
journalism to teaching that when the news got thin and no one was buying the latest
grim-reaper garbage they would run with ‘bird �lu’ because, just like with ‘human �lu’ there
were always some birds somewhere that had it. Since then I’ve never believed a word the
MSM says though it’s vaguely interesting to keep looking to see what the next scam tptb
have in store for us is.

0 0 Reply

Speedwellian  Jan 13, 2023 9:56 PM

 Reply to  

Same in Oz, a temporary shortage the sign said. My chickens just ignore it.

May Hem

ChairmanDrusha

NikkiBop

NikkiBop

ChairmanDrusha
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5 0 Reply

Jonas Carling  Jan 13, 2023 1:27 PM

Given the slow and relentless transformation of our homes into o��ces (for remote working), it
makes sense (for TPTB) to enforce the o��ce space standards and regulations into your homes,
which is a pre-condition for insurance companies to shi�t all the liabilities from the o��ce space to
your home.

Today is the ventilation system, tomorrow will be the house webcams, and within 2-3 years you will
coerced into “upgrading” your house to o��ce standards as a condition to continue to work for
certain employers.

19 0 Reply

George Mc  Jan 13, 2023 1:13 PM

In retrospect, “the scienti�c method” was always an excellent opportunity for scamming, as it
provides the notion of hidden causes only discernernable by “experts”. And when it morphed into
“The Science”, the scam went into overdrive. “The experts” can now say anything they are required
to say.

Here’s how it works: The bosses hand down the instruction, which could be:

“Kill all the children.”

“We’ve decided the Earth is �lat a�ter all.”

“Bricks are edible and the best nourishment.”

“Koala bears are the ultimate evil.”

Etc.

And, whatever it is, the designated experts generate volumes of sci-medico gloop that takes the
instruction and dresses it up in impenetrable “proofs”.

A�ter which the current celebrity bo��ns go on media tours and perform the necessary song and
dance, the media in general grinds out the CGI photos and the archival department rewrite the
history books.

A magni�cent production.

19 -1 Reply

May Hem  Jan 13, 2023 9:29 PM

I prefer to cook with gas and have gas bottles as I live in a rural area. Forcing people to have all-
electric homes makes them easier to control. Their power supply can be rashioned (to save the
planet of course), or remotely switched o�f. 5G and smart meters are control devices.
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I’m expecting real �replaces and wood stoves to be banned soon, along with keeping chickens.
Everything which could be used for o�f-grid self-su��ciency will be targeted.

Never mind that the creation of electric power is highly polluting. We won’t mention that.

16 0 Reply

Antonym  Jan 13, 2023 12:29 PM

In the EU this sudden “Gas cooking scare” came out about 4 days ago.
Walks and talks like a WEF duck….

14 0 Reply

Antonym  Jan 13, 2023 12:34 PM

 Reply to  

This was one of the “scienti�c” and well timed excuses: Indoor particulate matter | TNO

1 0 Reply

Jos  Jan 14, 2023 9:44 AM

 Reply to  

It’s the outdoor particulate matter which we should be looking into. Try waqi.info (world
air quality index) for a view into what some poor urban dwellers have to put up with. Why
is some small random town in Northern Ireland (Maghery) su�fering worse small
particulate pollution (pm2.5) than anywhere else in Europe? Why were the pm2.5 levels so
high in lockdown in Southern England peaking at the same time as the peaks in the deaths
of the elderly in April 2020? Why were the deaths in the most polluted part of Italy around
Milan being attributed to a virus and not to pollution? Why has no one commented on the
fact that Wuhan was one of the most polluted parts of China at that time? I posted this at
the time on Facebook and was thrown o�f for trying to warn people that their air quality
was the problem not the so-called virus and was banned.

0 0 Reply

Nick  Jan 13, 2023 12:20 PM

When in doubt about how to interpret “new ideas” I always like to watch old episodes of Yes
Minister where all this stu�f was very clearly explained. We used to joke about how “they’d tax the
air if they could”…ahh the good old days

14 0 Reply

Mucho  Jan 13, 2023 11:32 AM

Interesting post from The Bernician:

PUB Appeal Decision To Dismiss PCP Against Four Horsemen (thebernician.net)

Antonym

Antonym

https://www.tno.nl/en/sustainable/safe-sustainable-living-environment/energy-built-environment/monitoring-energy-performance/indoor-particulate-matter/
https://www.thebernician.net/covid-1984-update-pub-appeal-decision-to-dismiss-pcp-against-four-horsemen/?mc_cid=033d47a50d&mc_eid=62b9c70368
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Notice of Appeal
Following three unlawful decisions by the Deputy Chief Magistrate, dismissing our Private Criminal
Prosecutions against those responsible for the crimes of COVID-1984, one of those decisions is now
being appealed to the High Court, where we are also applying for a declaration that the deadly
‘vaccine’ roll-out is terminated.
As I pointed out on this blog a year ago, a�ter receiving the last of the three void court orders from
Judge Ikram, we have stand-alone grounds for appeal of his decisions to throw out the copious
evidence from expert and eye witnesses as mere ‘hearsay’.
However, over the course of the past year we have seen all the lockdown bollocks come to a sudden
end, since when the public awareness of the crimes alleged in our case has grown exponentially,
giving rise to the opportunity to launch our appeal out of time.
Moreover, it is precisely because the issues raised are now all mainstream news, as opposed to the
‘conspiracy theories’ they were dismissed as by the vast majority in this country until very recently,
that we could not have appealed before now and expected anything other than another
miscarriage of justice.

Demonstrable Facts
 Whilst the erring judge easily got away with dismissing the PCP three times, whether on the orders
of his ‘higher-ups’ or not, he was only able to do so because we were making the serious allegations
against the defendants long before enough people were ready to believe them, save for the
victims’ families and a small band of hardcore supporters.
However, we are now much more capable of demonstrating, given the devastating and copious
bundles of prima facie evidence we have amassed over the past three years, the following
undeniable facts:

The ‘vaccines’ we attempted to stop being rolled out have killed and maimed countless people, just
as we warned they would in our December 2020 application to have Hancock arrested and in the
two subsequent applications for summonses to be issued.Government lockdown policies have
destroyed critical infrastructure, industry and the economy at the expense of the taxpayer and
small and medium scale busineses, whilst big business has bene�tted from those losses to the
tune of many billions of pounds.The Imperial College Model, upon which the entire world was
forced to rely in justi�cation of locking us all down and imposing draconian government policies,
has long since been proven beyond reasonable doubt to be entirely fraudulent.It is now beyond
question that the modus operandi of government ministers and advisors was to maximise
‘vaccination’ uptake, as per the UN’s Sustainable Development agenda to ‘immunize’ to entire
population of the Earth from every imaginable ‘disease’ and ‘virus’ the WHO identify as a potential
pandemic.All the available evidence shows that none of the COVID ‘vaccines’ should have been
granted emergency approval by the Gates-funded MHRA, on the advice of Hancock, Whitty,
Vallance and Ferguson, each of whom insisted from the start that the vaxx was going to be the only
way out of perpetual lockdowns.Hancock is now a disgraced former health secretary, who has been
told by his constituency party members that he can’t run in the next General Election, which means
the corrupt judiciary no longer has any reason to protect him from the consequences of his heinous
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crimes.It cannot now even be disputed that Hancock presided over the implementation of
genocidal government policy, using vast quantities of Midazolam and Morphine on anybody of any
age who was diagnosed as having or being likely to catch COVID and die.There remains no
evidence whatsoever which shows that SARS-COV-2 has ever been isolated or puri�ed under
established laboratory protocols and therefore in law it does not exist.

14 0 Reply

rechenmacher  Jan 13, 2023 2:04 PM

 Reply to  

Well done!

4 0 Reply

NixonScraypes  Jan 13, 2023 3:37 PM

 Reply to  

That Law for you- all they have to do not let you in court. “But I was a fool, playing by the rules.
The winner takes it all…. The judges will decide, the likes of me abide” abba.

2 0 Reply

Jeffrey Strahl  Jan 13, 2023 7:01 PM

Can’t wait for intelligent homes which will let us and the proper authorities know when our actions
are simply not healthy and safe either for us or the community, be it the way we cook food, the food
we eat, the stu�f in our bodily discharges. The AI entity will thus be able to keep everyone safe by
appropriately controlling our access to the outside world. Can’t wait.     
PS: have you ever tried cooking with electric stoves? Good luck having good control over the heat.

13 0 Reply

Lorie  Jan 13, 2023 8:56 PM

 Reply to  

True dat. you can’t cook well on electric stoves. Anyone who actually cooks knows that.

5 0 Reply

Pilgrim Shadow  Jan 13, 2023 9:35 PM

 Reply to  

Irrelevant. You can’t cook if there’s no food.

4 0 Reply

dom irritant  Jan 14, 2023 6:24 AM

 Reply to  

try cooking on an open �re

Mucho

Mucho

Je�rey Strahl

Lorie

Lorie
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0 0 Reply

May Hem  Jan 13, 2023 9:23 PM

 Reply to  

Presently being marketed are “smart” vacuum cleaner robots. As well as ine��ciently cleaning,
they map the inside of your home and transmit the digital data. Probably analyse air quality
and send that info as well.

“iRobot Roomba i3+ EVO (3550) Self-Emptying Robot Vacuum – Now Clean By Room With Smart

Mapping, Empties Itself For Up To 60 Days, Works With Alexa, Ideal For Pet Hair, Carpets, etc.” 

4 0 Reply

Veri Tas  Jan 14, 2023 12:14 AM

 Reply to  

Oh, so looking forward to smart toilets!

2 0 Reply

Penelope  Jan 13, 2023 5:17 PM

“I believe we should stop trying to prevent all symptomatic infections in healthy, young people by
boosting them with vaccines containing mRNA from strains that might disappear a few months
later,” (Dr. Paul “Murderer” A. O��t, an FDA vaccine panel adviser and professor of pediatrics at the
Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia).

TRANSLATION: I’m afraid I’ll get the death penalty for knowingly approving the death-shot.

[Not enough backpedaling & not soon enough Dr. O�fal]

13 -1 Reply

Hemlockfen  Jan 13, 2023 10:16 PM

 Reply to  

Fryem!

1 0 Reply

Veri Tas  Jan 14, 2023 12:22 AM

 Reply to  

Dr Paul Pro�t is only scared that the new mRNA technology in vaccines will take away from the
millions he is making from his roto”virus” vaccine.

From a 2015 article:

Dr O��tt, who has made millions of dollars developing, licensing and selling Rototeq, a

rotovirus vaccine that sheds in the stool for weeks a�ter the shot. Rototeq has caused 350

Je�rey Strahl

Je�rey Strahl

Penelope

Penelope
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deaths and was once found to be contaminated with pig viruses. O��t’s vaccine was taken o�f

the market temporarily because it caused occasionally fatal intussusception in infants.

Dr O��t once proclaimed that vaccines are so safe that an infant could be given a thousand

vaccine doses without harming the child! And yet, a few years ago, when there was an $10,000

reward o�fer for any physician who would swallow the contents of a (that is, ONE) typical
vaccine a�ter being informed of the toxic ingredients. There were no takers. A�ter all, why

would a healthy person want to swallow such toxic stu�f (and yet physicians are quite willing to

inject the same toxic ingredients into their well babies!). 

It is interesting to note that if vaccines were to be dumped in an EPA monitored land�ll, they

would have to be labeled as hazardous waste, because of the presence of mercury, aluminum,

formaldehyde, propylene glycol (antifreeze), squalene, viral particles and many other

contaminants of many of the vaccines.

http://duluthreader.com/articles/2015/02/11/4787_whats_behind_bigpharmas_measles_me
dia_blitz

2 0 Reply

Moneycircus  Jan 13, 2023 3:03 PM

The main story is, of course, MP Andrew Bridgen and the fact that The Guardian has compared him
to misogynist Andrew Tate, while de�tly side-stepping the allegations of “antisemitism” laid by
Matt Hancock a�ter Bridgen dared to compare the toll of the injectables to the six million.

This is politics – the sharp edge where politicians and corporations cuturally appropriate the
Holocaust in order to protect power.

14 -2 Reply

Moneycircus  Jan 13, 2023 3:32 PM

 Reply to  

Here’s The Guardian article – Comment is clearly not free but captured.
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2023/jan/13/andrew-brigden-andrew-tate-
online-safety-bill

5 -1 Reply

George Mc  Jan 13, 2023 3:59 PM

 Reply to  

“You can’t stop the likes of Bridgen and Tate saying dangerous things – but you can take
away their soapboxes”

I.e.

You can’t stop them talking but you can stop them being heard.

Moneycircus

Moneycircus

http://duluthreader.com/articles/2015/02/11/4787_whats_behind_bigpharmas_measles_media_blitz
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2023/jan/13/andrew-brigden-andrew-tate-online-safety-bill
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9 -2 Reply

George Mc  Jan 13, 2023 5:20 PM

 Reply to  

Gaby Hinsli�f demonstrating yet again that unhesitating submission to the Holy covid tale
from the dawn of the new pandemic aeon. And see the draconian dogmatic totalitarian
memes giving birth to such slithery notions as the “watered down” online safety bill.

Oh dear Gaby! Is that nervously belligerent liberal facade trembling as you try to maintain
a “Le�tist dissident” air whilst sinking down into the New Normal Nazism? Are the
salivating parasitic mouths above getting a little impatient with your rapidly fading ability
to keep the punters in check?

I foresee an increasingly hysterical shu��ling of woke cards to pile in as much racism,
religion, regressive and Reactionary labels as possible as your little cardboard boat
�lounders.

6 -1 Reply

Seansaighdeor  Jan 13, 2023 8:00 PM

 Reply to  

It isn’t so much as appropriating the HC for their own ends as demonstrating exactly who is in
charge and a good indicator of their historical background.

The �nancial oligarchy are at the heart of most things and they historically have been found in
a certain ethnic grouping. That isn’t the whole story by any means but is certainly a big factor
of it.

2 0 Reply

George Mc  Jan 13, 2023 7:57 PM

I think the question “What are they really aiming for here?” also applies to the covid con. They
would have known from the start that “full spectrum dominance” was never going to be achieved
with this viral manoeuvre i.e. that large areas of the public would never fall for it – and other areas
would eventually wake up. No matter – they pushed the whole scam as far as it would go and have
managed to e�fectively restructure public consciousness – not to achieve a consistent new
approach but a fair amount of confusion, hesitation, indecision, bickering etc. And on the way
there, they have implemented any number of laws and modulations that are clearly here to stay.
They have also created a mode in which any re-introduction of the bullshit is now feasible since it
has achieved enough credibility to at least guarantee further furtive shi�tings in the legal
framework.

That it doesn’t add up, doesn’t make sense, inspires passionate disagreements etc. is now part of
the media environment. And don’t forget those asinine memes like “denier”, “anti-vaxxer”, “anti-

Moneycircus

Moneycircus
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science” etc.  along with any number of spurious new connections e.g. covid rejection with “the Far
Right” etc.      

11 0 Reply

George Mc  Jan 13, 2023 8:20 PM

 Reply to  

And then recall the constant stream of bizarre images piling in from the media with
all manner of variation of the mask theme – from folks wearing any substitute for masks (tea
cloths, sanitary towels) to dressing up their pets in the same, to wearing entire garments
stitched from masks – not to mention such pinnacles of idiocy as orchestral players appearing
without instruments and just miming, to masked choruses mumbling the “Ode to Joy”.

And then there were the ones that appeared to come from “the opposite side” e.g. those �lms
of hospital sta�f performing dance moves in empty corridors. Did you see that and cheer? Did
you think, “Hey these funky dudes are really blowing the cover on the whole thing”? Did you
not hesitate to wonder if it was at all likely for idle bored nursing sta�f to invent intricate dance
shows? Did it ever occur to you that presenting such entertaining spectacles would not have
the e�fect of disillusioning the covid believers but would strike them as obvious hoaxes?

All of the above had the e�fect of sheer disorientation, of making you doubt everything that
came across the news – and this was its entire aim!

As Mick once sang, “It’s a gas gas gassssss!”  

4 0 Reply

Jerry Alatalo  Jan 13, 2023 12:19 PM

It appears the time has arrived for a powerful collective global pushback against electric “Smart
meters”…

11 0 Reply

Mucho  Jan 13, 2023 12:25 PM

 Reply to  

Everything SMART is a microwave emitting weapon and surveillance tool. It’s all military
equipment, essentially. Phones are military surveillance devices. It’s all weaponised shit,
products of the cesspit of humanity that rules over us.

14 0 Reply

Violet  Jan 13, 2023 1:19 PM

 Reply to  

Secret Militarised Armaments in Residential Technology .

15 0 Reply

George Mc

Jerry Alatalo

Mucho
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Paul Watson  Jan 13, 2023 2:47 PM

The only way the tyrants will leave us in peace, is when the tree of Liberty is refreshed..

9 0 Reply

Moneycircus  Jan 13, 2023 2:33 PM

So Millennially sensible; schooled to be calm, clean and cold; any solution is possible so long as it
serves… the greater good.

We are in an attitudinal change, and not for the better. The zero carbon cult is the opposite of “don’t
tell… show.” It can only be imposed on a population lacking practical skills.

Put two and two together, and obey if the boss says �ve.

I don’t mean any of this in a smug way – although that’s how the hive takes it. None of us knows
what we don’t know.

And we all know less than previous generations – that’s the point. Since the metaphysical was
excluded from popular education (but retained by the “elite” – which is why they regard themselves
as the possessors of a deeper knowledge) we have all su�fered education dumbed down year by
year.

We are le�t with a top-down instruction which we cannot challenge since we are not practical – and
barely sensate.

Turn o�f the gas; you know it makes sense.

11 -2 Reply

Clive Will iams  Jan 14, 2023 1:38 AM

 Reply to  

Educational dumbed down means your ready to leave and go to work. Your path now set you
can never go back.

0 0 Reply

Simon Switzer  Jan 13, 2023 9:07 PM

Open a window

8 0 Reply

Patrick L.  Jan 14, 2023 2:01 PM

 Reply to  

I will not hear of such excesses.

#StopLuddites

Moneycircus

Simon Switzer
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#Follow_TheScience™

0 0 Reply

Edwige  Jan 13, 2023 4:05 PM

MSM source notices there’s something going on with UK excess deaths – followed by the inevitable
attempts to spin the causes:

https://www.msn.com/en-au/health/medical/crisis-as-excess-deaths-soar-to-levels-higher-
than-during-covid-pandemic/ar-AA13CTwn

9 -1 Reply

STJOHNOFGRAFTON  Jan 14, 2023 4:33 AM

All this manufactured hooha about gas stoves and gas. There’s something lurking out there that is
far more dangerous, namely Dihydrogen monoxide. Each year, Dihydrogen monoxide is a known
causative component in many thousands of deaths and is a major contributor to millions upon
millions of dollars in damage to property and the environment. Some of the known perils of
Dihydrogen Monoxide are:

Death due to accidental inhalation of DHMO, even in small quantities.
Prolonged exposure to solid DHMO causes severe tissue damage.
Excessive ingestion produces a number of unpleasant though not typically life-threatening side-
e�fects.
Gaseous DHMO can cause severe burns.
DHMO Contributes to soil erosion and leads to corrosion and oxidation of many metals.
DHMO can contaminate electrical systems where it o�ten causes short-circuits.
Exposure of your car’s brakes to liquid DHMO could cause loss of e�fective braking power.
DHMO is found in biopsies of pre-cancerous tumors and lesions.
All three physical states of DHMO are associated with killer cyclones, hurricanes and deadly
storms.
Thermal variations in DHMO are a suspected contributor to the El Nino weather e�fect.

So there you go. The gas stove crisis is the current thing. However, don’t expect the authorities or
their lackeys, the lame stream media, to keep you informed about the dangers of Dihydrogen
monoxide toxicity.

9 -2 Reply

Ananda  Jan 13, 2023 5:54 PM

Over the last 3 year gas stoves have skyrocketed in price and usage as there fairly cheap to use
overall.
Gas canister is approximately 1.50$ and will last a whole week of hard use o�f cooking and making
constant teas / co�fee etc in boiling of water.

https://www.msn.com/en-au/health/medical/crisis-as-excess-deaths-soar-to-levels-higher-than-during-covid-pandemic/ar-AA13CTwn
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My Asia friends have been using them for years.
It became very well known in the van / car community as in people not being able to a�ford to live in
homes no more due to the costs.
Your argument fools �lat on it face, as you dont work in the real world Kit.
Most air is regulated as in A/c in most awful buildings, especially the cooperates.
The yanks love this shit air quality and the E.U hospitality industry and work environments is trying
to mimic this fukcin dreadful Yanks inspired A/c air control.
DWP (department of work and pensions building) in the U.K has air control from HQ.
So does HMC courts/tribunals. as mentioned and most cooperate buildings have this air control.
So do new Colleges and University’s. HQ air control.
Not forgetting Hospitals. Schools.
The Windows are hardly ever open and some places the window are locked shut.
Within a majority of these environments the microwave is the only form of new world cooking.

Air = breathing = control hypnotism is also control of mind body spirit. Thats for a more deeper
decision.

My theory is this…. The Gas Oil company’s (which is the government) putting the pressure in – to
stopping people �nding this cheaper option.

War of energy.

9 -2 Reply

Ananda  Jan 13, 2023 6:24 PM

 Reply to  

20$ including free gas canister.

Ananda
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8 0 Reply

Fugazi Shoe-gazy  Jan 13, 2023 4:26 PM

Leaving aside the obvious surveillance aspect (which is why I want as few Internet connected
devices as possible in my apt and none on my body) does any of this stu�f even work? Like all the �t
trackers seem very dubious to me beyond tracking heart rate – I’m skeptical they can really assess
sleep quality for instance.

7 0 Reply

Edith  Jan 13, 2023 9:06 PM

 Reply to  

And even the heart rate monitors are fairly useless,,,,if one has a heart that doesn’t beat
regularly they get confused….and heart rate variability is more the thing that matters and very
few handle that….just a gimmick to make the obsessive feel happy when out doing anything
with one on….they even have them in the pool swimming….one isn’t supposed to just enjoy life
any more…

4 0 Reply

Fugazi Shoe-gazy

https://i.postimg.cc/LshB6ybR/u-http-www-roadking-co-uk-user-img-products-cooking-stoves-gas-cooker-bs110-red.jpg
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Fugazi Shoe-gazy  Jan 13, 2023 10:17 PM

 Reply to  

Right – and the majority of people buying this shit are just on the couch anyways.

2 0 Reply

Marfanoi  Jan 13, 2023 10:01 PM

 Reply to  

The electronic scales app is a blag.

0 0 Reply

Damo Arty  Jan 13, 2023 1:51 PM

Fined for farting!!?

7 0 Reply

Paul_too  Jan 13, 2023 4:01 PM

 Reply to  

Some extra good citizen points if it’s a plant based fart though.

6 0 Reply

SeamusPadraig  Jan 14, 2023 12:51 AM

 Reply to  

Or a bug-based fart.

1 0 Reply

SeamusPadraig  Jan 14, 2023 12:51 AM

 Reply to  

According to The Science[TM], global warming itself is caused by cow farts. Can people farts be
much safer? 

1 0 Reply

Dude  Jan 13, 2023 11:14 AM

I think you are wrong.. its about getting rid of natural gas to ful�ll Agenda2030 STG’s or Agenda
2050 net zero targets.

7 0 Reply

Edwige  Jan 13, 2023 1:15 PM

 Reply to  

It’s both -you’re right but in the slightly longer term.

Edith

Fugazi Shoe-gazy

Damo Arty

Paul_too

Damo Arty

Dude
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They’ve made their hatred of gas very clear. The ability to turn o�f electricity at the �lick of a
switch is what they want. Bottled gas o�fers too much independence.

16 0 Reply

cs pa  Jan 13, 2023 8:31 PM

The scary part is that it is not only the US. Why do the international press suddenly in the same
week suddenly discover the problems with gas stoves?

In a joint letter sent in Nov 22, the European Public Health Alliance (EPHA) and 14 other signatories
called upon European Commission executive vice-president Frans Timmermans and EU
Commissioner for Energy Kadri Simson to phase out domestic gas cooking appliances, as they
endanger Europeans’ health.

Then following up, they published some report this week. This came out in the Italian press, not
sure if it’s a mistake or what but the headline writer did not get the memo: it says to limit the
damage just open the windows…..

https://www.repubblica.it/salute/2023/01/10/news/cucina_inquinamento_fornelli-382880295/

6 0 Reply

RegretLeft  Jan 13, 2023 1:50 PM

There’s that word again: “tackle” (as in “how to tackle” one problem or another) – that is a very
revealing lexical red �lag (used here by the WEF) – I do not think now for a moment that it is an
innocent (British? / football) idiom – at a minimum, it signals some sort of o��cial approval for
some promoted “solution” (to some promoted “problem”) – I started to notice it 8-10 years ago
when “media reports” were �lled with the heavy-breathedthe news that the new Pope Francis had
decided to “tackle” climate change – the word occured over and over again in that context.

6 0 Reply

jubal hershaw  Jan 13, 2023 8:26 PM

 Reply to  

As the Pope is a Fisher of Men’s Souls he meant he was going to use his �shing gear (tackle) to
combat ‘climate change’.

0 0 Reply

SeamusPadraig  Jan 14, 2023 12:53 AM

 Reply to  

It’s an Americanism. It’s been used here in the US all my life. I’m sure it comes from US
football, where tackling opponents is an essential part of the game.

0 0 Reply

RegretLeft

RegretLeft

https://www.repubblica.it/salute/2023/01/10/news/cucina_inquinamento_fornelli-382880295/
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Willem  Jan 14, 2023 6:59 AM

The only thing the western world has to sell by now is propaganda and ‘smart’ meters.

In hindsight, it’s like as if the wall fell in 1989, and now we all live in East Germany

5 0 Reply

Violet  Jan 13, 2023 2:32 PM

UK cash points are covertly stealing your biometric data.

https://youtu.be/zZRIjFjhap0

6 -1 Reply

banana  Jan 13, 2023 3:41 PM

 Reply to  

thanks, stickers it is

1 -1 Reply

WillianHill  Jan 13, 2023 4:04 PM

 Reply to  

You do realize that the Bank knows who you are when you go to a cash machine right?

If true it means nobody could use my card in a cash machine because the camera will check my
identity. Why is that bad?

0 -11 Reply

dad  Jan 13, 2023 5:43 PM

 Reply to  

…did they ever say only the card holder can use it?
The Chinese system has no doubt all this data already on its citizens, thats �ne because
our government is not like the CCP….or is this where its ambitions lie?

1 -1 Reply

WillianHill  Jan 13, 2023 7:13 PM

 Reply to  

Yes they always say only the card holder can use it, what do you think signatures are
for.

0 -2 Reply

Ananda  Jan 13, 2023 6:29 PM

 Reply to  

Violet

Violet

WillianHill

dad

Violet

https://youtu.be/zZRIjFjhap0
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slight fear porn.

0 0 Reply

Edith  Jan 13, 2023 9:11 PM

 Reply to  

My local Woolworth shop busily takes mine each time I shop and if they are not others are
with their surveillance cameras everywhere…it is all rather tedious but I suspect they will soon
have so much data they will implode….

1 0 Reply

el Gallinazo  Jan 13, 2023 1:58 PM

Excellent article, Kit. Street smarts are the real intelligence.

7 -2 Reply

Moneycircus  Jan 13, 2023 1:07 PM

It’s an o�fshoot of the Clean Cookstoves scam that raised lot of money for Clinton and associates.
Same premise. Available energy, bad. Crumbs from the elite table, good. Predicated on keeping
you safe™.

Frankly, when it gets cold here in the post-Soviet space we sit in the kitchen and turn on the gas
hob… so long as you have fortochka and some incoming/outgoing air there’s no problem.

5 0 Reply

Rob  Jan 13, 2023 12:33 PM

The same mofos that won’t look into clot shot issues care about our health with indoor air quality?

if people don’t see that this is pure bullshit, I don’t know what to say to

(From https://le�tlockdownsceptics.com/alleged-cia-involvement-in-j�k-assassination-goes-
mainstream-so-now-what/ )

“And then there is the psychological e�fect of the Big Lie which is axiomatic in gaslighting. The
paradox here is that the bigger the lie, the harder it is for the mind to bridge the gulf between
perceived reality and the lie that authority �gures are painting as truth. I believe that the prospect

of being deceived evinces a primitive emotional response on a par with staring death in the face.
We are hard-wired to fear deception because we have evolved to interpret it as an existential
threat. That’s why deception can elicit the same emotional response as the miscalculation of a
serious physical threat. Lies told to us don’t always bear the same cost as a misjudged red light, but
the primitive part of the brain can’t make this distinction and we rely on cerebral mediation for a
more appropriate but delayed response. And in the long run, the lie is o�ten just as dangerous as
the physical threat. Many government whoppers – ‘safe and e�fective’ – do cost lives. 

Violet

https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2016/03/29/the-dirty-story-behind-hillary-clintons-clean-cookstoves-campaign/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fortochka
https://leftlockdownsceptics.com/alleged-cia-involvement-in-jfk-assassination-goes-mainstream-so-now-what/
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To avoid the death-like experience of being deceived, a mental defence is erected to deny that the
lie is happening. “ 

6 -1 Reply

el Gallinazo  Jan 13, 2023 1:44 PM

 Reply to  

It was stated quite simply in the classic �lm, Animal House, when Otter told Flounder a�ter the
frat wrecked his brother’s car, “You fucked up! You trusted us!” This was later plagerised by
Mark Zuckaturd in relationship to the rollout of DARPA’s Facebook at Harvard.

4 0 Reply

SeamusPadraig  Jan 14, 2023 1:05 AM

 Reply to  

It’s high time we fought back — like we did when the Germans bombed Pearl Harbor!     

2 0 Reply

Peter Foss  Jan 14, 2023 5:05 AM

Did you know that electric ovens burn about 2.5 times the quantity of gas/oil/coal at the power
plant side to produce the electricity in the �rst place?
Gas cooking is by far the greenest way to cook unless you rely heavily in hydropower, what about
limiting greenhouse gas emissions when you basically double emissions on the power plant end to
achieve the same cooking goal?

4 0 Reply

MattC  Jan 14, 2023 11:23 AM

 Reply to  

Please don’t allow facts to get in the way of ideology

3 -1 Reply

Joe Van Steenbergen  Jan 14, 2023 1:24 AM

Honestly, I was hoping this climate change hoax never would amount to much and never have a
signi�cantly negative e�fect on us. Hope is not a plan. Why we continue to genu�lect to these
megalomaniacs and embrace their ridiculous restrictions is beyond me. What ever caused the vast
majority of humanity to be born without backbones?

4 0 Reply

Rob

el Gallinazo

Peter Foss
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jubal hershaw  Jan 13, 2023 7:50 PM

The outside air quality in Wuhan China was so bad people stayed indoors and got Covid from
indoor air pollution. Homes have become gas chambers.

4 0 Reply

jubal hershaw  Jan 13, 2023 8:05 PM

 Reply to  

Is Covid-19 about to be rebranded as Sick Building Syndrome ?
Maybe, maybe not, but SBS could then be used to explain Sudden Death syndrome
although that might make it di��cult to justify home detentions for the ‘infected’.

6 0 Reply

johnnyo  Jan 14, 2023 2:05 AM

 Reply to  

just a fabulous comment jubal ! so brief yet so deep

         #1 for the week with fertility just below a clos second

i really love this place

0 0 Reply

fert il ity  Jan 13, 2023 8:21 PM

 Reply to  

Maybe if they had Gain of function with bat control-invawonder cure they wouldnt of caught
covid. ??
Unicorn testing kit is 96% safe and e�fective!!

Horse �lu.
If your horse has a running nose, it could mean it got Equine Flu

jubal hershaw

jubal hershaw

jubal hershaw

The outside air quality in Wuhan China was so bad people stayed indoors and got Covid

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pddmZY0imKM
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4 0 Reply

wardropper  Jan 14, 2023 2:16 AM

 Reply to  

Everybody knows that horse ‘�lu is caused by humans poking things up horses’ noses.

2 0 Reply

Thom Sheaffer  Jan 13, 2023 1:40 PM

Maybe it’s a chick thing. My wife’s got an electric air �ltering/humidifying/dehumidifying/ionizing
machine plugged into just about every room of our condo. That’s in addition to the one per room
air conditioner/heater/dryers. Not to mention the two or three mist blowing aroma vaporizer/light
shows she’s got. So, maybe as we get more chicks running the government bureaus, maybe we get
saddled with more chick stu�f.

8 -4 Reply

NixonScraypes  Jan 13, 2023 3:27 PM

 Reply to  

The only hope for TACKLING the zero carbon racket is when the ladies realise they won’t be
able to have at least one hot bath a day, maybe not even weekly. Hell hath no fury…

7 -1 Reply

Freecus  Jan 13, 2023 1:05 PM

UN SDG #7 states that “2.4 billion people still use ine��cient & polluting cooking systems”, quite a
coincidence..

4 0 Reply

fertility

Thom Shea�er

https://i.postimg.cc/05YLWnLx/u-https-i-ytimg-com-vi-pddm-ZY0im-KM-maxresdefault.jpg
https://sdgs.un.org/goals/goal7
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jubal hershaw  Jan 13, 2023 8:31 PM

 Reply to  

Even more dont have lavatories, they have to do it in the �elds (though John Lennon did sing
“Why dont we do IT in the streets ?”)

1 0 Reply

SeamusPadraig  Jan 14, 2023 1:04 AM

 Reply to  

Technical point: the song was called ‘Why don’t we do it in the road?’ and it was actually
sung by Paul McCartney.

1 0 Reply

Johnny  Jan 13, 2023 11:53 AM

So, it’s gas stoves and heaters that are causing Sudden Death Syndrome.
Better go lectric.
Better buy some Smart pills.
Better buy another telly.

4 0 Reply

Mucho  Jan 13, 2023 11:50 AM

Lisa Marie Presley death: Only child of Elvis Presley dead aged 54 (msn.com)

R.I.P.

4 0 Reply

Placental_Mammal  Jan 14, 2023 4:30 AM

 Reply to  

Long Convid ?

0 0 Reply

Chichi  Jan 14, 2023 8:23 AM

Setting up air pollution meters is right, but the location is wrong! They must be placed outdoors to
demonstrate chemtrail air pollution!

3 0 Reply

Freecus

jubal hershaw

The singer/songwriter – who was the daughter of late music legend Elvis Presley and actress

Priscilla Presley – was rushed to hospital on Thursday (12.01.23) after su�ering a cardiac arrest

but passed away later at the age of 54, leaving her family “shocked and devastated”.

Mucho

https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/world/lisa-marie-presley-death-only-child-of-elvis-presley-dead-aged-54-after-hospitalisation/ar-AA16ifEh
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JKR  Jan 13, 2023 11:28 PM

What ever happened to acid rain?

3 0 Reply

hele  Jan 14, 2023 5:35 AM

 Reply to  

..well acid is making a comeback-thank god.

1 0 Reply

Thom Sheaffer  Jan 13, 2023 10:30 PM

I miss burning leaves.

3 0 Reply

Victor G.  Jan 14, 2023 9:03 AM

 Reply to  

You can easily mix leaves with buds in your jays. It makes for a lighter and at times more useful
buzz …

0 0 Reply

Martin Usher  Jan 13, 2023 6:01 PM

Its less about air quality and more about packing people into small, tightly closed, spaces. “Pay
More for Less” is the order of the day because that’s the only way we can maintain the semblance of
the status quo while growing the population. (SciFi writers visualized it as as a dystopia, an easy
process because all you do is take your everyday life and extrapolate it.) Unlike the tiny homes of
yesteryear, the ‘back to backs’, the modern house needs to be sealed to minimize energy
consumption which means that indoor air quality is going to be negatively a�fected by open
�lames.

As with any change there’s usually a wealth of information and disinformation frothing up to
justify it, especially if that change has a negative impact on people as a whole. There’s also the
issue of how much is enough. For example, in our world we have a quasi-governmental agency
called the AQMD that’s charged with monitoring and maintaining air quality. Initially it had an
urgent task — the air quality in Los Angeles was legendary, and even then most people had to
experience it to actually understand how bad it was. Cleaning it up to a decent standard was
relatively straightforward but posed the problem of what to do next. Cars are now at the point
where most of the pollution they generate is from tire and brake pad wear, for example, and they’re
easy to control because they don’t have powerful political lobbies on their side. Trucks were
tougher. Then there’s railway locomotives and ships in the harbor. And industry, of course. But
eventually you’re looking for details — wood burning �res are easy, barbeques and garden tools
and portable generators, not so much. But the regulations grind on until they discover not the

JKR

Thom Shea�er
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common gas stove but the gas everything else — home heating, water heating. This may turn out
to be a tough nut to crack because the infrastructure isn’t there to support a Renewable Energy
Utopia so they just mandate ‘no gas hookups’ at the local level and leave it to the customer to think
something out. Whatever happens, the AQMD rumbles on, getting more and more zealous as the
problems are eliminated….with no end in sight.

Its not just California. What we do in�luences other countries. My brother ran headlong into similar
regulations in the UK and all he wanted to do was swap out an aging dual fuel boiler for a new one.
Should be simple. It wasn’t. I can see a lively trade in older, used, appliances in the future.

3 0 Reply

Clive Will iams  Jan 13, 2023 10:34 PM

 Reply to  

Where does your brother live in the UK. They’ll help him with an energy e��cient boiler. Your
best asking local traders and let them sort inspection chit. A�termarket new. I know what you
mean about old appliances. UK/US there are classics imo.

0 0 Reply

Victor G.  Jan 14, 2023 9:09 AM

 Reply to  

The only way the US of As can “in�luence” other countries is by bullying them. If that doesn’t
work they’ll bomb the crap out of you.

0 0 Reply

Owen  Jan 13, 2023 1:15 PM

Excellent a always Kit, thank you! I note that while I have the attributes I’m not a serial killer – yet!

4 -1 Reply

Grodley  Jan 14, 2023 1:20 PM

I guess an air quality meter in your home could also detect whether you’re using a wood �re
(increasingly demonised these days) and also if/what you’re smoking?

2 0 Reply

Grodley  Jan 14, 2023 2:47 AM

There’s also been a massive push for �ltered air in classrooms over the last couple of years. It’s been
a common call from Covidian nutters whenever their demands for pupils to be gagged are
(correctly) called out as monstrous and damaging.

2 0 Reply

Martin Usher

Martin Usher
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Veri Tas  Jan 14, 2023 12:01 AM

Very interesting! The New Totalitarian Normal is bound to make inroads right into our homes. Can’t
have people’s indoors “unregulated.” 
Also, I suspect that smart air quality control tech will have an inbuilt mike and camera. Hello
Truman Show!

In Melbourne, Australia, they’re banning gas stoves for newly built dwellings already. Having
watched fascist politics in Melbourne over the past three years, they may eventually very well send
around the gas stove police to established buildings too. Some time ago, a TV news report I
watched on Bitchute, since I don’t watch TV, said that the police force in the state Victoria (capital
city, Melbourne) is losing members and they can’t recruit enough new members. It seems some
police o��cers do have a heart and a brain.

On a side note, I once lived in an older house that had a gas stove, and I hated the darn thing! The
emissions were noticeable and probably unhealthy. The toxic smell was especially noticeable when
walking into the kitchen from the outside. Moreover, since I am the head honcho in the kitchen, it
was mainly my job to clean the stove top. For those who are unfamiliar, this involves removing all
the metal thingamabobs that hold pots and pans over the gas ducts and clean those plus the areas
around the gas ducts. Messy, time consuming, frustrating, never again, thank-you-very-much.

2 0 Reply

Hemlockfen  Jan 13, 2023 10:07 PM

Indoor air contaminants arguments have been around for a long long time. Meanwhile, life
expectancy keeps increasing. (Except the last three years because of vaccine side e�fects that are
killing young people) Funny how those simple stats are avoided. For years we students sucked in so
much formaldehyde while working with our biology lab “specimens”. Then there are the reagent
gasses we sucked in chem labs… More power for the EPA. The EPA people I worked with were
overworked fools who did nothing but put out spot �res. And the �res we set for decades in natural
areas the EPA called: “Bad gas.” Every �re required an “Emissions Report”. Environmental extremists
really have no idea what the fuck they are talking about. Just shots in the dark rhetoric generated in
an ivory tower somewhere. Paul Ehrlich comes to mind. AOC is a perfect example. She is just a
puppet spouting whatever her handlers are telling her to spout. The Young Turks. Most of her
funding comes from outside of her congressional district. Same for the rest of “The Squad”. They are
not good examples. Just proof of fraud. It all stems from the United Nations who wants control of
the world. We need to keep an eye on John Kerry, however, who is a true traitor. American le�tists
hang on his every word as the gospel. AOC is just a foolish re�lection of her handlers.

2 0 Reply

no-brainer  Jan 13, 2023 7:00 PM

DNA can be detected in air as well and I am pretty sure that this is the underlying reason (PCRs &
digital health-passports to collect the DNA)
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2 0 Reply

Sam - Admin2  Jan 13, 2023 11:34 PM

 Reply to  

Interesting. Could you post a link for detecting DNA in air, for the bene�t of our readers?
Thanks! A2

3 0 Reply

Jeffrey  Strahl  Jan 14, 2023 5:06 AM

 Reply to  

Supposedly,
https://www.science.org/content/article/dna-pulled-thin-air-identi�es-nearby-animals

The DNA would have to be known to do so, i.e. but this would involve �nding lots of small
segments and stitching them together (via a computer program functioning on the
segments once they’re turned into computer code) into what matches the known DNA.
Wouldn’t one have to know that the segments being assembled into larger entities, the
genomes, actually come from the same genome?

1 0 Reply

Clive Will iams  Jan 14, 2023 7:03 AM

 Reply to  

For human animals, sorry Sam.
Journals Smithsonian biology DNA of animal species.
Personally anything out of the US Smithsonian is brilliant imo.

0 0 Reply

George Mc  Jan 13, 2023 3:56 PM

Sky now going for the Sam Peckinpah approach:

“Climbing over people… blood on the �loor’: Patient waited 36 hours for treatment in A&E ordeal”

3 -1 Reply

banana  Jan 13, 2023 3:36 PM

Informative article thanks, I assume this air quality data will be misused to lock down your dirty
hunger-game zone.

3 -1 Reply

NixonScraypes  Jan 13, 2023 11:41 AM

They have no shame.

Admin

no-brainer

Sam - Admin2

Sam - Admin2

https://www.science.org/content/article/dna-pulled-thin-air-identifies-nearby-animals
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2 0 Reply

Patrick  L.  Jan 14, 2023 7:53 AM

The Epic Saga of a Smart Meter Opt-Out (46m 42s):

The Epic Saga of a Smart Meter Opt-OutThe Epic Saga of a Smart Meter Opt-Out

1 0 Reply

Grodley  Jan 14, 2023 1:08 PM

 Reply to  

Years ago, when my supplier in the UK was Ecotricity, I accepted their o�fer to install a smart
meter (this was the very earliest days for these things). By the day the engineer turned up I’d
had second thoughts. I chatted with the guy and checked with him that he wouldn’t lose out
on wages or anything like that if I now declined to have it �tted. He said that was �ne and that
it didn’t a�fect him at all. I also asked him if he was going to get one �tted at his home. He said
he wouldn’t be getting one.
I’m so glad I didn’t go through with it!!
I later switched from Ecotricity when the CEO started bombarding their customers with emails
telling us we must all switch to vegan diets, just like him.

1 0 Reply

hele  Jan 14, 2023 5:33 AM

The “1% -of the global population is responsible for 50% of the CO2 emitted by commercial
aviation, according to a 2020 study in the Global Environmental Change journal.”

1 0 Reply

Junious Ricardo Stanton  Jan 14, 2023 3:09 AM

They will probably legislate air �ltration and monitors on all new heating air conditioning and
ventilation systems and force citizens to link these into the government surveillance grid, all for our
protection and safety of course. The oligarchs will force landlords to install so monitoring system
on their properties as well.

Patrick L.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uYgjuH5uUaA
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1 0 Reply

CK_  Jan 14, 2023 2:15 AM

Yup, gas stoves will be blamed for sudden deaths.

1 0 Reply

Pilgrim Shadow  Jan 14, 2023 12:29 AM

The internet of bodies, the internet of things, may they burn in hell.

There Will Come So�t Rains.

https://www.btboces.org/Downloads/7_There%20Will%20Come%20So�t%20Rains%20by%20

Ray%20Bradbury.pdf

1 0 Reply

cs pa  Jan 14, 2023 10:48 AM

I don’t think it’s about “controlling our homes” per se. I think it’s just an extension of the whole
hooha with energy e��ciency and the push to have more “energy e��cient” housing by selling all
those related products whether people want it or not.

They are never going to be able to “control our home” by “harvesting data”. I have been hearing this
for over thirty years now. They will only ever be able to use blunt instruments like rolling blackouts
which only create chaos rather than giving them the ability to control us.

I don’t think people understand the scale of data produced by 24/7 monitoring. It is really hard to
store and analyze it meaningfully.

0 0 Reply

Henry101  Jan 14, 2023 4:02 AM

Gas bad, electric good. Here is another psy-op for woke demand to end petroleum/gas and replace
with much more ine��cient and unreliable ‘green energy’. A simple stroke of the pen and
legislation happens. Or maybe you still think the old normal rules apply.

0 0 Reply

Susan Dorey  Jan 14, 2023 2:03 AM

Egads. Invent a problem, and impose a tchnological solution. What a POS. I do not doubt that air
quality can be a health risk, but technology is not the answer, nor are laws and regulations. How
about a little education? Maybe hand out free air �lters.
Personally, a gas stove is the best way to cook. Beats electricity every time.
Perhaps they do not want me to cook?

https://www.btboces.org/Downloads/7_There%20Will%20Come%20Soft%20Rains%20by%20Ray%20Bradbury.pdf
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0 0 Reply

Gloria  Jan 13, 2023 9:03 PM

for Energy Kadri Simson to phase out domestic gas cooking appliances, as they endanger
Europeans’ health never it is right ?

0 0 Reply

Anglia  Jan 13, 2023 8:51 PM

hallo its nice one

1 -1 Reply

Lost in a dark  wood  Jan 13, 2023 5:25 PM

People are still clinging to these outdated notions of “private” property or spaces – that it’s “your
home”. Indeed, since it con�licts with the social contract of collective health, the concept of “private”
needed to be abolished.

https://rumble.com/v24xlp4-pbd-and-neil-degrasse-tyson-duke-it-out-on-the-morality-of-
forcing-covid-in.html

0 0 Reply

Lost  in a dark wood  Jan 14, 2023 4:37 AM

 Reply to  

In the name of Public Health, “private” parts were abolished long ago.
—

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/dystopian-roots-californias-covid-19-
misinformation-law
Authored by Douglas Eckenrood via The Epoch Times,
Jan 13, 2023

Unfortunately, the California Legislatures’ penchant to rely on questionable medical
“consensus” is nothing new. During the 1920s, California adopted “model laws,” in which law
enforcement conducted the proactive arrest of women suspected to have sexually transmitted
diseases—all in the name of public health. Literal law enforcement sweeps, arrests, and forced
gynecological exams would happen with no probable cause needed.

California relied on the U.S. Attorney General’s published opinion that these proactive public
health e�forts were constitutional and that the public’s interest trumped individual liberty.
One of the reasons that this unbelievable and sick overreach is even known is that during a
particular morality sweep, of the 22 women arrested and inspected that day, two of the
arrestees were sisters, one of whom was Margaret Hennessy. The wife of a Standard Oil

Lost in a dark wood

https://rumble.com/v24xlp4-pbd-and-neil-degrasse-tyson-duke-it-out-on-the-morality-of-forcing-covid-in.html
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/dystopian-roots-californias-covid-19-misinformation-law
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manager, she was recovering from in�luenza and was out for some fresh air with her sister,
which was a common practice in that day.

Mrs. Hennessy had the courage to go to the news media and let her outrage be known, which
should be an example to all of us. California’s “morality policy” using public heath concerns to
expand the power to investigate, detain, and arrest individuals was illegal then and is still
illegal now.

The �rst step in combating authoritarian overreach is not debating what or why they are doing
something. It’s making the government identify where their authority to impose a mandate or
new law comes from and then impose the constitutional test. You already know the answer,
don’t you? They don’t have the authority to do what they are doing.

0 0 Reply

Karen Thomas  Jan 13, 2023 4:05 PM

The next thing you know, these climate clowns will have all of us living in caves and cooking our
meals by a camp�re outdoors. GOD help this once great country.

1 -1 Reply

May Hem  Jan 13, 2023 9:39 PM

 Reply to  

Open �res will be banned in the not-too-distant future. Gotta save the planet.

0 0 Reply

Hemlockfen  Jan 13, 2023 10:33 PM

 Reply to  

They would rather you were dead.

1 0 Reply

Placental_Mammal  Jan 14, 2023 4:25 AM

 Reply to  

Once Great ?

Not since Columbus. It was great before that-

Indian Chief “Two Eagles” was asked by a white U.S. Government

o��cial, “You have observed the white man for 90 years . You’ve seen

his wars and his technological advances. You’ve seen his progress, and the

damage he’s done.”

>

> The Chief nodded in agreement.
>

Karen Thomas

Karen Thomas
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> The o��cial continued, “Considering all these events, in your

opinion, where did the white man go wrong?”

>

> The Chief stared at the government o��cial for over a minute and then

calmly replied:
>

> “When white man �nd land, Indians running it, no taxes, no debt,

plenty bu�falo, plenty beaver, clean water. Women did all the work, Medicine man

free. Indian man spend all day hunting and �shing; All night having sex.’

>

> Then the chief leaned back and smiled “Only white man dumb enough to

think he could improve system like that.”

0 0 Reply

Tom Larsen  Jan 13, 2023 2:24 PM

Good journalism!

RE: As part of “backing down” from the stove ban, they will introduce a new bill which sees “smart
air monitors” become mandatory in all new-build houses, hotels and rented accommodation.

A likely place to look for this change will be the International Building Code (IBC). Authorities having
jurisdiction will modify it for local predispositions, but it is the basis for most building construction
in the West. (And it is about as accountable and transparent as government itself.)

4 -4 Reply

WillianHill  Jan 13, 2023 4:16 PM

 Reply to  

Absolute crap, UK and European building codes are not related to the International code, they
are independent of it. The EU has their own convergence. And building codes are totally
transparent and traceable, in the UK to BS standards, which you can read at your leisure.

Your International code is a US based system used in undeveloped countries.

Don’t talk about stu�f you know nothing about.

1 -5 Reply

Tom Larsen  Jan 13, 2023 4:29 PM

 Reply to  

RE: Don’t talk about stu�f you know nothing about.

Odd coming from you. You don’t know much about the CIA, or le�t history or any history as
I can tell, yet you arrogantly make absurd pronouncements as if you did.Why do you know
anything about building code?
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You’re not trying to persuade anyone or communicate ideas. I don’t think you are troll.
You’re just an asshole.

12 -2 Reply

WillianHill  Jan 13, 2023 5:45 PM

 Reply to  

You’re just sad.

1 -7 Reply

Albert  Anderson  Jan 13, 2023 9:00 PM

 Reply to  

De�nitely an asshole. But that’s what trolls are as well. I’m fairly regular here and it
seems like this entity came on here recently with a speci�c agenda. They don’t have to
be paid or a��liated with anyone, just:

 “a person who intentionally antagonizes others online by posting in�lammatory,
irrelevant, or o�fensive comments or other disruptive content”

4 -1 Reply

Tom Larsen  Jan 13, 2023 9:51 PM

 Reply to  

You are right. I looked up the de�nition of an internet troll a�ter I posted this
comment. He’s been e�fective too, I have the inclination just to stay away from O�f-
G for awhile…

3 0 Reply

Albert  Anderson  Jan 14, 2023 12:27 AM

 Reply to  

“E�fective”. Ya, a bit surprising considering. I have the same inclination.

1 0 Reply

May Hem  Jan 13, 2023 9:45 PM

 Reply to  

I suspect that building codes will be taken over by the one world government – if it ever
arrives. Unless your home/s are not up to their very high environmental standards, your
property will be taken by the state.

Gotta save the planet mate. You’ll own nothing and be very unhappy.

Just another version of the enclosures.

3 0 Reply
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SeamusPadraig  Jan 14, 2023 12:41 AM

 Reply to  

But what if the CIA secretly controls all international building codes? 

0 0 Reply

WillianHill  Jan 13, 2023 3:58 PM

So the story is nothing is going to happen, but be afraid? ….you risk getting the label fear porn….but
I get your point.

3 -7 Reply

fert il ity  Jan 13, 2023 5:14 PM

 Reply to  

Only thing missing from the article was a gas canister advert and link to a site that sells them.
It the type of shit that Deranged ranger and Alex Jones disinfowhore does.

10 -6 Reply
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